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You Owe It To Your Baby To Sample His Foods In Order 
To Make Sure He’s Getting Those You Think Are Best!

Open a tin of Heinz Strained 
Foods—and a tin of any other 
brand...You’ll notice instantly 

the delightfully fresh, natural color of 
Heinz food! That’s because fine-flavored, 
highest-grade fruits and vegetables are 
rushed to our kitchens at the very peak of 
perfect ripeness and scientifically cooked 
within hours of harvesting.

Note also the creamy, full-bodied 
texture of Heinz Strained 
Foods! We carefully, painstak

ingly strain these select fruits, vegetables, 
meats and cereals to an easily digested, 
satin-smooth consistency. And for lots of 
extra flavor and nutritive value, the sav
ory, nutritious juices collected in cooking 
are added in the straining process.

. Now taste the zestful, wholesome
O goodness of these high-quality

/ dishes! The delicious, natural
flavors—as well as valuable vitamins and

EVER since 1869—when the House 
of Heinz was founded on the 

principle of providing America 
with quality foods at moderate 
prices—the keystone label has stood 
for uniformity and fine flavor. And 
Heinz Baby Foods—15 Strained 
Foods for infants and 12 Junior 
Foods for toddlers—uphold this tra
dition. Order a supply. You’ll save 
work and worry!

HEINZ
THESE TWO SEALS 
MEAN PROTECTION

minerals—are retained in high degree by 
vacuum-packing in special, protective 
enamel-lined tins. No wonder even tiny 
tots thoroughly relish strained foods bear
ing the famous keystone label!

EXCAVATIONS
IN MEXICO CITY

By Charles E. Dibble
Roosevelt Fellow, 

Institute of International Education

The Aztec capital, Tenochtitlan 
(present day Mexico City), was 
situated on an island in Lake Tex

coco. At the time of the Conquest the 
inhabitants of this island city communi
cated with the mainland in canoes or by 
means of three causeways.

As the native Indians were converted 
to Christianity, their stone idols were 
tumbled from their lofty pyramids; their 
temples were razed and burned. To 
erase from view forever the symbols 
of their cult, the images of their gods 
were defaced, thrown into the lake or 
buried, and then, as though to seal them 
for all time, colonial buildings were 
erected over the ruins.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE TEMPLE HUIT
ZILOPOCHTLI (AZTEC WAR GOD). IN THE 
BACKGROUND IS A COLONIAL BUILDING ON 
THE DEBRIS OF AZTEC PALACES AND TEMPLES.

Excavations to erect new buildings 
around the Central Plaza of Mexico 
City prove to be veritable archeological 
expeditions. Monoliths, buried over 
four centuries ago, reappear; some of 
them are badly marred, yet still others 
preserve remains of the original colors. 
Recently a stone monument of the god
dess Coatlicue (serpent goddess) was 
recovered. Still more recently a repre
sentation of the Feathered Serpent 
(Quetzalcoatl) was found in the ex
cavated debris. The majority of these 
remains once decorated the main cere
monial center of Tenochtitlan.

As foundations for new buildings are 
made, additional remains are certain to 
appear as evidence of the might and 
splendor of Tenochtitlan.




